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In the corner, a Rossignal racket leans against a golf bag, whose woods are protected by faded green covers. Directly above, Cheryl Tiegs and Farrah Fawcett stare across the room at the Buffalo Sabres. Albums are stacked against a row of books. *Plato's Thought* lines up with *The Story of Football*. Cartons of Acushnet golf balls are neatly shelved beneath the books. The red-white of a huge Canadian flag forms the headboard for a mattress which rests on the floor.

A wooden bowl, reminiscent of eighth grade shop, holds golf tees, thumb tacks, bottle caps, pennies, nuts and bolts, and fingernails of varying lengths and shapes. Head phones, tangled in cords, rest at the foot of a large black speaker on the floor.

Here, a great teenage mind is being moulded.